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1 Overview
• Epenthetic segments tend to fall low on markedness hierarchies (McCarthy and Prince,
1994; Lombardi, 2002; de Lacy, 2006, a.o.)
• While markedness hierarchies may conflict, the general prediction this makes is that epenthesis should tend towards less-sonorous, less-marked segments
• Accordingly, the attested typology of default epenthetic consonants is quite restricted:
(1) Inventory of attested epenthetic consonants (de Lacy, 2006: 81)
Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
stops
t
P
affricates
fricatives
h
nasals
n
N
laterals
rhotics
rRô
glides
w
j
• The point of this talk: the typology of epenthetic consonants is a bit larger than this
• Secondary point: epenthetic consonants aren’t just assimilatory or default, it’s also possible for them to be some mixture of the two (cf. Culhane, 2018: 66)
1.1 Data
• I focus on two dialects of Uab Meto (Austronesian, West Timor)
– In the Amarasi dialect, the epenthetic consonant has a fixed quality as /g/1
– In the Molo dialect, the epenthetic consonant alternates depending on the preced>
ing vowel and is realized as /b, l, éJ/
This is based on the Oekabiti variety. In other varieties of Amarasi, the epenthetic consonant surfaces as /gw /
or /dZ/ (Edwards 2016: 202; Edwards 2020: 215).
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• What drives consonant epenthesis is the need for there to be no hiatus across a morpheme boundary (*V-V)
– n.b. Edwards (2016: 52) and Culhane (2018: 59) analyze this as driven by C RISP E DGE
• In the Molo dialect, round vowels condition /b/, front mid vowels condition /l/, and high
>
vowels condition /éJ/
(2) Molo consonant epenthesis
a. /Pasu-e/

→ [Pasb-e]

‘the dog’

b. /fatu-es/

→ [fatb-es]

‘a stone’

c. /belo-e/

→ [belb-e]

‘the monkey’

d. /mepo-e/

→ [mepb-e]

‘work it’

e. /PanoPe-e/

→ [PanoPl-e]

‘the lontar palm’

f. /lolI-es/
g. /nafnafI-e/
h. /tasi-e/
i. /toti-e/

>
→ [loléJ-es]
>
→ [nafnaféJ-e]
>
→ [taséJ-e]
>
→ [totéJ-e]

‘a yam’
‘the spider’
‘the sea’
‘tell it’

• In the Amarasi (Oekabiti) dialect, the epenthetic consonant has a fixed quality as /g/
– n.b. there is also a metathesis pattern here, we will return to this later
(3) Amarasi (Oekabiti) consonant epenthesis
a. /Pasu-e/

→ [Pausg-e]

‘the dog’

b. /fatu-es/

→ [fautg-es]

‘a stone’

c. /kero-e/

→ [keorg-e]

‘the monkey’

d. /mepo-e/

→ [meopg-e]

‘work it’

e. /raokkase-es/ → [raokkaesg-es] ‘a yam’
f. /raokneke-e/

→ [raoknekg-e] ‘the cassava’

g. /nafnafI-e/

→ [nafnaIfg-e] ‘the spider’

h. /tasi-e/

→ [taIsg-e]

‘the sea’

i. /toti-e/

→ [toItg-e]

‘tell it’

• For both dialects, words with no illicit hiatus have no consonant epenthesis
(4) No consonant epenthesis when no *V-V (both dialects)
a. /noah-es/

→ [noah-es]

‘a coconut’

b. /tai-s-e/

→ [tai-s-e]

‘the sarong’

c. /loi-t-e/

→ [loi-t-e]

‘the money’

d. /kokIs-e/

→ [koIks-e]

‘the bread’

e. /manus-es/

→ [mauns-es] ‘a betel vine’
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• We know that these consonants are epenthetic for a couple reasons:
1. Allomorphy.
• The plural allomorph has three forms in Molo:
– -nuk after VV# e.g. [meo]

>
[meo-nuk]
‘cats’
[belo-n]
‘monkeys’
>
[Pameopt-in] ‘workers’

‘cat’

– -n after CV#

e.g. [belo]

– -in after C#

e.g. [Pamepot] ‘worker’

‘monkey’

• If these forms were underlyingly consonant-final (e.g. */fatub/ ‘stone’, instead of
/fatu/), we’d expect to see the -in allomorph (e.g. *[fautb-in], instead of [fatu-n])
2. Other phonological alternations.
• CVCVC words undergo metathesis in these contexts (e.g. /kokIs-e/ → [koIks-e] ‘the
bread’)
• Words undergoing consonant epenthesis do not metathesize (e.g. */fatub-e/ →
*[fautb-e] ‘the stone’, instead of [fatb-e])
1.2 Background
• Uab Meto is a dialect cluster spoken in West Timor, Indonesia
• The consonant inventory is given in (5)
(5) Uab Meto consonant inventory
(Consonants only in Amarasi in gray; consonants that are epenthetic in parentheses)
Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive
Nasal
Fricative
Affricate
Liquid

bp
m
f

t
n
s

k (g)

P
h

(éJ)

l /r

• There are seven vowels /a i I e o O u/, with a possible length distinction
• Uab Meto also has a robust metathesis pattern, which I analyze as gestural overlap (Mooney
2021, contra Edwards 2016, 2018, 2020)
• Data, unless otherwise cited, comes from my own fieldwork in Indonesia in 2018 and 2019
1.3 Proposal
• Following the insights of Culhane (2018) and Edwards (2016, 2020), I analyze these patterns as partially assimilatory
• Some, but not all, features spread from the vowel to the consonant
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• My contribution is to argue that manner features are truly epenthesized in this pattern
(and in Amarasi, place features too)
Amarasi dialect
V
C

Molo dialect
V
C
M ANNER

(6)

P LACE M ANNER
+V OICE P LACE M ANNER

+V OICE P LACE M ANNER

Multiple [+V OICE ],
epenthesize P LACE and manner

Multiple [+V OICE ] and P LACE,
epenthesize manner

• I implement this with two families of constraints:
– D EP-F: a constraint family against featural epenthesis (Krämer, 1998; Archangeli,
2000, a.o.)
– *M ULTIPLE: a constraint family against spreading (Uffmann, 2006)
• Languages with default epenthesis have dominated D EP-F
• Languages with assimilatory epenthesis have dominated *M ULTIPLE
• Uab Meto has both dominated D EP-F and *M ULTIPLE – it uses different strategies for
different features
• Marked features are more difficult to insert or spread
– Marked P LACE (*P HAR À *L AB À *D ORS À *C OR) (Uffmann 2006: 1097)
– Marked via sonority (*[+N AS ] À *[+V OI , +C ONT ] À *[-V OI , +C ONT ] À *[-C ONT ])
(e.g. Gnanadesikan 1997, Parker 2002 for nasals > fricatives > stops)
• I implement these hierarchies with constraint conjunction (Smolensky, 1995; Crowhurst
and Hewitt, 1997; Moreton and Smolensky, 2002)
• D EP-F conjoins with P LACE and sonority-based markedness hierarchies
– Conjunction with P LACE hierarchies:
D EP∧*P HAR À D EP∧*L AB À D EP∧*D ORS À D EP∧*C OR
– Conjunction with sonority hierarchies:
D EP [+V OI ,+C ONT,+N AS ] À D EP [-V OI ,-N AS ] À D EP [-C ONT ]
• In both dialects, [±V OICE ] can only be spread, not inserted
• What this means is that selecting an epenthetic consonant is an elimination procedure:
spread [+V OICE ], and then select the least-marked place/manner
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Amarasi dialect
P HAR L AB
(7)

+N AS
-N AS

(8)

+N AS
-N AS

-C ONT
+C ONT
-C ONT

D OR

C OR

kg

n
sr
t

Molo dialect
P HAR L AB

D OR

m
f
pb

h
P

-C ONT
+C ONT
-C ONT, +S TR
-C ONT

h

m
f

P

pb

C OR

n
s

>
éJ
k

tl

• Intuitively, the reason why the typology of epenthetic consonants is so restricted is because epenthetic consonants want to minimally perturb the existing gestural dynamics
• What counts as minimal perturbation can be evaluated along two dimensions:
– Acoustically: low-sonority, low-displacement gestures (D EP-F)
– Articulatorily: low displacement away from existing gestures (*M ULTIPLE)

2 Default epenthesis: Amarasi dialect
• In Amarasi, we have default epenthesis of /g/
• Epenthesis prevents vowel hiatus across a morpheme boundary
(9) Default epenthetic consonant

Amarasi dialect, Oekabiti speaker

a. meog-e

‘the cat’

cf. meo

‘cat’

>
b. fautg-e

‘the stone’

cf. fatu

‘stone’

>
c. keorg-e
d. taisg-e
e. roitg-e

‘the monkey’

cf. kero

‘monkey’

‘the sea’

cf. tasi

‘sea’

‘the bread’

cf. roti

‘bread’

• I treat Amarasi as having dominated D EP-F
• I assume that D EP-F conjoins with sonority and place-based markedness hierarchies:
(10)

D EP [+N AS , +V OICE ]

(11)

D EP∧*P HAR

À

À

D EP [+C ONT ]

D EP∧*L AB

À

À

D EP [-N AS , -V OICE ]

D EP∧*D ORS

À

À

D EP [-C ONT ]

D EP∧*C OR

• In Amarasi, only [-C ONT ] and [D ORS ]/[C OR ] features may be inserted – all other D EP-F
varieties are undominated
• I adopt a cover constraint H AVE F EATURES, which forces an epenthetic segment to be specified for voice, place, and manner (modeled after Padgett (1995)’s H AVE P LACE)
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• In deriving /meo-e/ → [meog-e], voice spreads because D EP [±V OICE ] is undominated
/"meo-e/
(12)

H AVE F EATURES D EP [±V OICE ] *V-V *M ULT [±V OICE ] D EP-C

a. "meo-e
b. "meoC-e
Zc. meog-e
d. meok-e

*!
*!

*
*
*

*
*!

• Similarly, the epenthetic consonant must be [-C ONT ], since epenthesis of a low-sonority
feature is easier than a high-sonority one
/"meo-e/
(13)

*V-V *M ULTIPLE∧[±C ONT ] D EP [+C ONT ] D EP [-C ONT ]

a. "meo1 G1 -e
Zb. "meog-e
c. meoG-e
d. meor-e

*!
*
*!
*!

• Lastly, the epenthetic consonant must also be dorsal because voiced coronals are independently marked in the language (*d, *z)
/"meo-e/

(14)

a. "meo-e
Zb. "meog-e
c. meod-e
d. meob-e
e. meo1 b1 -e

*d, *z *M ULTIPLE∧P LACE *V-V D EP∧*L AB D EP∧*D ORS D EP∧*C OR
*!
*
*!

*
*!
*!

• The reason why dorsals are preferred over coronals in Amarasi is because they are the
least-marked place for a [+V OICE , -C ONTINUANT ] consonant
• Main takeaway: the availability of certain epenthetic consonants is tightly connected to
the inventory of a language
• The Amarasi pattern is complex, but is compatible with proposed universal markedness
hierarchies

3 Multipleing epenthesis: Molo dialect
• In Molo, P LACE features cannot be epenthesized at all
• Instead, they must spread from adjacent vowels
(15) Epenthetic consonants are voiced and match the vowel’s P LACE
a. /fatu-es/

→ [fatb-es]

‘a stone’

b. /belo-e/

→ [belb-e]

‘the monkey’
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Molo dialect

c. /mepo-e/

→ [mepb-e]

‘work it’

d. /PanoPe-e/

→ [PanoPl-e]

‘the lontar palm’

>
→ [nafnaféJ-e] ‘the spider’
>
→ [taséJ-e]
‘the sea’
>
→ [totéJ-e]
‘tell it’

e. /nafnafI-e/
f. /tasi-e/
g. /toti-e/

• I analyze this similarly to the Amarasi pattern: voice and [P LACE ] spread, and manner
features are inserted
• I assume that vowels and consonants bear similar place features (cf. Culhane, 2018: 51)
– High vowels have a D ORSAL feature
– Front vowels have C OR and round vowels have L AB

(16)

L AB
Vowels
Consonants

o, O
b

D ORSAL
L AB C OR

u

i, I
>
éJ

C OR

e
l

• So, what’s happening here is that [+V OICE ] and P LACE spread, but manner features are
epenthesized
/"meo-e/
(17)

a. "meow-e
Zb. "meob-e
c. meol-e
d. meof-e

*G LIDE D EP [P LACE ] D EP [+C ONT ] D EP [-C ONT ] *M ULTIPLE [P LACE ]
*!
*
*

*!
*!

*
*
*

4 Discussion
• I’ve proposed that languages may use a combination of D EP-F and *M ULTIPLE to assign
features
• D EP-F and *M ULTIPLE undergo constraint conjunction with larger markedness hierarchies ⇒ typology has a tendency towards coronals and low-sonority segments
4.1 Alternatives
Alternative 1. Underspecification and spreading
• One criticism is that this type of constraint conjunction is clunky, and possibly offers too
many degrees of freedom
• One alternative is to spread the vowel to the consonant, and let the phonetics handle the
particular mapping (Culhane 2018: 51)
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– This is essentially an underspecification-based approach
• The reason why this is not ideal is because in Molo we see OCP effects, which suggest that
the epenthetic consonant is not phonologically underspecified
(18) OCP effects in Molo roots ending in /. . . le/
a. /Patoflele-e/
b. /bale-e/

>

→ [PatofleléJ-e] ‘the farmer’

>
→ [baléJ-e]

‘the place’

*[Patoflell-e]
*[ball-e]

• These data suggest that the mapping of e → l is visible to the phonology
Alternative 2. Host-epenthetic correspondence
• Another alternative is to think of this pattern in terms of correspondence (Kitto and de
Lacy, 1999; Stanton and Zukoff, 2018)

/meox -e/
(19)

IO-Correspondence

l

[meox,y by -e]
Host-epenthetic correspondence

(cf. Stanton & Zukoff, 2018: 639)

-%

• Core issue: What types of identity constraints have an effect on epenthetic segments?
– HE-model: HE identity matters, but not IO identity
– Multipleing model: both HE and IO identity matter
• To answer this, let’s look at how consonant epenthesis works in CVV and CVCV words
• In certain prosodic environments, disyllabic roots coalesce into monosyllables


– CVV words dipthongize (CVV → CVV)

– CVCV(C) words metathesize (CVCV(C) → CVVC)
(20) CVV words diphthongize (Molo)
a. /"Pau-e/

>
→ ["PaUb-e]

‘the lime’

b. /"meo-e/

>
→ ["meob-e]
>
→ ["Poel-e]
>
→ ["noel-e]

‘the cat’

c. /"Poe-e/
d. /"noe-e/

‘the water’
‘the woman’

• Diphthongization is blocked when the epenthetic consonant is not adjacent to the vowel
(21) CVCV words do not diphthongize (Molo dialect)
a. /"manu-es/

→ ["manb-es]

‘a chicken’

>
*[maUnb-es]

b. /"fatu-e/

→ ["fatb-e]

‘the lime’

>
*[faUtb-e]

c. /"mepo-e/

→ ["mepb-e]

‘work it’

>
*["meopb-e]

d. /"PanoPe-e/

→ ["PanoPl-e]

‘the lontar’

>
%["PanoePl-e]
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• This is surprising because non-local diphthongization is possible in (22)
(22) CVCVC words metathesize

>
a. /"manus-e/ → ["maUns-e]
‘the betel’
>
b. /"PenoP-e/ → ["PeonP-e]
‘the door’
>
c. /"kebaleP-e/ → ["kebaelP-e]
‘the wardrobe’
d. /"kokIs-e/

→ ["k>
oIks-e]

‘the bread’

• If epenthetic segments can only inherit P LACE features by Host-Epenthetic correspondence, then there is no Host for epenthetic segment to match in (21)
• We need either IO faith or floating features to get the pattern in (21) (splitting or spreading
should work, but not host-epenthetic correspondence)
Alternative 3. Splitting
• Another alternative is to analyze this pattern as splitting (Staroverov, 2014), where the
epenthetic consonant violates I NTEGRITY and I DENT (F) instead of D EP
• The analysis is very similar to a spreading one, except it predicts a slightly different typology of consonants
• In a splitting-based analysis of Meto, I DENT [-C ONT ] must be highly dominated
– Prediction: mid-sonority consonant epenthesis systems should tend to occur in languages with consonant alternations (fortition, spirantization, etc.)
• By contrast, the D EP (F) approach does not predict there to be any relationship between
spirantization/fortition and consonant epenthesis
– Fortition/spirantization involves I DENT (F)
– But consonant epenthesis involves D EP (F)
– I DENT (F) and D EP (F) may be redundant, but let future typological work decide

5 Conclusion
>

• We’ve examined two patterns of epenthesis in Uab Meto (Amarasi /g/, Molo /b, l, éJ/)
• Both these patterns are partially assimilatory, even though they vary on whether the epenthetic
consonant has fixed or alternating quality
• What epenthetic consonants have in common:
– They insert “minimal” features (D EP-F conjoined with markedness hierarchies)
– They minimally modify existing gestures (*M ULTIPLE)
– or some combination of the two
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